Abstract-Recent advances in network coding have shown great potential for efficient information multicasting in communication networks, in terms of both network throughput and network management. In this paper, the problem of flow control at end-systems for network-coding-based multicast flows is addressed. Optimization-based models are formulated for network resource allocation, based on which two sets of decentralized controllers at sources and links/nodes for congestion control are developed for wired networks with given coding subgraphs and without given coding subgraphs, respectively. With random network coding, both sets of controllers can be implemented in a distributed manner, and work at the transport layer to adjust source rates and at network layer to carry out network coding. The convergence of the proposed controllers to the desired equilibrium operating points is proved, and numerical examples are provided to complement the theoretical analysis. The extension to wireless networks is also briefly discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
N ETWORK coding extends the functionality of network nodes from storing/forwarding packets to performing algebraic operations on received data. Starting with the work of Ahlswede et al. [1] , which shows that employing coding at intermediate nodes is sometimes needed to maximize multicast throughput, various potential benefits of network coding have been shown, including robustness to link/node failures [15] and packet losses [6] , [19] . Distributed random linear coding schemes (see, e.g., [5] and [9] ) have made practical implementation of network coding possible. In this paper, we address the problem of flow control at end-systems for network-coding-based multicast flows with elastic rate demand.
Most existing work on network coding considers coding among packets of each multicast session and assumes that the communication rates for each session and/or the network link capacities are fixed and known. Given a cost function in terms of the flow on each link, a min-cost flow optimization problem is obtained and solved to find the optimal coding subgraphs, which specify how much of each session's data should be sent on each link (see, e.g., [20] , [28] , and [31] ). For this reason, we call coding subgraphs of this kind capacitated subgraphs.
However, in many practical networks, traffic is bursty and elastic with varying rates, and since the network is shared by many users with unknown or changing demands, the available link capacities are unknown and variable. In such cases, it is not practical to solve a min-cost flow optimization to obtain capacitated subgraphs. Instead, congestion control is needed to make full use of bandwidth while avoiding congestion and maintaining certain fairness among the competing flows in the network.
One approach we propose is to use coding subgraphs that are uncapacitated (i.e., specifying which links are used by a session but not the amount of the data sent on each link) and chosen based on general cost criteria that are independent of flow rates. This is a practical approach; most existing routing approaches, such as those used in the Internet, specify analogously uncapacitated routes. Since each session uses only a limited set of trees, this approach may give lower rates compared to optimizing over the entire network, but it is much less complex. We propose decentralized controllers that combine congestion control at fast timescales and adaptive traffic splitting at slower timescales based on end-to-end congestion feedback in the network.
Another approach we consider does not explicitly find coding subgraphs, but makes dynamic routing and coding decisions based on queue length gradients. This approach, termed backpressure, was first proposed for optimal routing and scheduling in [26] and extended to various contexts (see, e.g., [21] ) including network coding in [11] . Our contribution in this part of the paper is to propose an alternative algorithm for back-pressure based routing and incorporate congestion control with network coding.
Our consideration of congestion control uses the framework of utility maximization, which can provide the flexibility of modeling user application needs or performance objectives and guide the design of distributed algorithms and decentralized control. As shown in, e.g., [13] , [16] , and [18] , TCP congestion control algorithms can be interpreted as distributed primal-dual algorithms over the Internet to maximize aggregate utility. We extend the basic utility maximization formulation to incorpo-rate the two network coding approaches described previously, and propose two sets of decentralized controllers for congestion control to meet the new challenges associated with network coding. With random network coding, both sets of controllers can be implemented in a distributed manner, and work at the transport layer to adjust source rates and at the network layer to carry out network coding. We prove the convergence of the proposed controllers to the globally optimal solutions for intra-session network coding.
The main contribution of this paper is to present optimization models and propose decentralized congestion controllers for network-coding-based multicast flows. The proposed controllers are promising in practical implementation and can be extended to handle different environments such as multilayer network coding and multirate multicasting. In addition, in deriving decentralized control, we develop an alternative distributed algorithm-a partially primal and dual gradient algorithm that, though presented for the specific problem we consider in this paper, is applicable to a certain class of nonstrict convex optimization problems. This algorithm is expected to find interesting applications in optimization and its application to engineering design and control.
This paper is organized as follows. The next section briefly discusses some related work. Section III presents details of the system model for multicast with intra-session network coding in wired networks. Sections IV and V present decentralized congestion controllers for multicast with and without given coding subgraphs, respectively. Section VI provides numerical examples to complement the theoretical analysis. Section VII briefly discusses the extension to wireless networks, and Section VIII concludes with some discussions on further research.
II. RELATED WORK
There are several recent works on congestion control of multicast flows (see, e.g., [7] , [12] , and [24] ), which consider traditional routing-based multicasting. In contrast, this paper studies congestion control for network coding based multicasting.
With network coding, the works most similar to our work are [20] and [29] - [31] . We use a similar model but without network link costs for the networks without given coding subgraphs (see Section III-C). What differentiates this part of our work from others are the following. First, we use a different decomposition and obtain a dynamic scheme that uses only local information (see Section V). As an important consequence of such alternative decomposition, our solution requires less communication overhead. Our solution can also be readily extended to the case with network cost. Second, our congestion control scheme is a dual congestion control whose dual variables admit concrete and meaningful interpretation as congestion prices. Third, our work also differs from [20] and [31] in that we do not relax the constraint that specifies the relation between the information flows and physical flows of a multicast session but exploit it to specify coding.
All existing work on network coding solves for the optimal coding subgraphs based on a flow model that is similar to multicommodity flow model for routing [8] . However, as discussed in Section I, it is often impractical to do so. In analogy to what happens with routing, we consider the case where subgraphs are chosen based on general cost criteria. We thus study congestion control for networks with given coding subgraphs (see Sections III-B and IV).
Related work includes [23] that studies congestion control with adaptive multipath routing using a multicommodity model for the routing. Our model for networks without given coding subgraphs is also a multicommodity model but with the additional constraints from network coding, and moreover, we propose a different solution approach. For the case with given coding subgraphs, we use a technique similar to that from [8] and [23] for adaptive control of traffic splits among different multicast trees. Related work also includes [3] , [22] that studies flow control with back-pressure-based routing/scheduling. Our solution for networks without given coding subgraphs can be seen as an extension of those in [3] and [22] to network coding.
III. MODELS AND PROBLEM FORMULATIONS

A. Network and Coding Model
Consider a network, denoted by a graph , with a set of nodes and a set of directed links. We denote a link either by a single index or by the directed pair of nodes it connects. Each link has a fixed finite capacity packets per second.
Let denote the set of multicast sessions, indexed by . Each session has one source 1 and a set of destinations. Network coding allows flows for different destinations of a multicast session to share network capacity by being coded together: for a single multicast session of rate , information must flow at rate to each destination; with coding the actual physical flow on each link need only be the maximum of the individual destination's flows [1] . These constraints can be expressed as
where for each link , gives the information flow for destination of session , and gives the amount of link capacity that is allocated to session . Note that the information flow balance (1) is formally similar to the physical flow balance equation for routing of data flows in the network. Inequality (2) simply says that the physical flow for each session should not exceed its allocated link capacity. Fig. 1 gives an example, adapted from [1] , of a linear network code, and the corresponding flow variables . For packet networks, the result is stated formally in [20, Th. 1], which we reproduce here, slightly adapted. For the case of multiple sessions sharing a network, achieving optimal throughput requires in some cases coding across sessions. However, designing such codes is a complex and largely open problem. Thus, we limit our consideration to separate network codes operating within each session, an approach referred to as superposition coding [32] or intra-session coding. In this case, the set of feasible flow vectors is specified by combining constraints (1)-(2) for each session with the following link capacity constraints: (3) In practice, the network codes can be designed using the approach of distributed random linear network coding (see, e.g., [5] and [9] ), in which network nodes form output packets by taking random linear combinations of corresponding blocks of bits in input packets. The linear combination corresponding to each packet can be specified by a coefficient vector in the packet header, updated by applying to the coefficient vectors the same linear transformations as to the data. If (1)- (2) hold, each sink receives with high probability a set of packets with linearly independent coefficient vectors, allowing it to decode. The relative overhead of these coefficient vectors depends on parameters of the network code that can be chosen to tradeoff overhead against performance, and it decreases with the size of the packets. See, e.g., [5] and [11] for a detailed description and discussion of overhead and other practical implementation issues.
B. Multicast With Given Coding Subgraphs
We first consider the network with a given coding subgraph 2 for each session . The subgraph can be viewed as the union of links of a set of possibly overlapping multicast trees, each connecting source to all destinations . Congestion control is carried out by adjusting the flow rate on each tree. Coding is done on overlapping segments of different trees of a session that have disjoint sets of downstream destinations. Fig. 2 shows an example of muticast trees that are decomposed from the coding subgraph shown in Fig. 1 . In this example, coding on the shared link is possible, allowing both trees to simultaneously transmit information at their maximum individual rates. Analogous to practical routing, such coding subgraphs can be chosen in a variety of ways based on combinations of different considerations, such as delay, resource usage, or commercial relationships among network providers. For instance, we can use existing multicast tree construction algorithms, or use existing techniques for finding multiple paths to each destination and combine appropriate sets of paths that form trees.
To simplify notation, we consider the case where overlapping segments of different trees of a session have disjoint sets of downstream destinations, thus allowing coding to occur on all overlapping segments; 3 the more general case where coding occurs only on some overlapping segments admits a similar analysis. Each tree , contains a set of links, which defines a multicast matrix , whose th entry is given by if otherwise.
Note that over each multicast tree , the source sends the same information flow to each destination; we denote its rate by . With intra-session network coding, the physical flow rate for each multicast session though link is . For each link , denote by the amount of link capacity that is allocated to session . The link capacity constraints (2) - (3) become
By Theorem 1, conditions (4)- (5) are satisfied if and only if there exists a corresponding multicast network code of rate arbitrarily close to from source to destinations . Following [13] , assume each session attains a utility when it transmits at a rate packets per second over the coding subgraph. We assume is continuously differentiable, increasing, and strictly concave for the flows with elastic rate demand. Our objective is to design decentralized controllers at sources and links/nodes to achieve the optimum of the following network resource allocation problem:
C. Multicast Without Given Coding Subgraphs
Since coding subgraphs are not given, we directly use the network coding flow constraints (1) -(3) and Theorem 1, given in Section III-A, to formulate the following optimization problem which chooses source rates , information rates and link capacity allocation so as to maximize aggregate utility:
where if and otherwise. Here, we do not include flow balance equation at destinations, which is automatically guaranteed by the flow balance at the source and intermediate nodes.
Note that in the models P1 and P2, network coding comes into action through the constraints (4) and (2) . With Theorem 1, this gives some form of "separation principle" that allows us to separate decisions on resource usage and congestion control from the design of the actual network codes.
The system problems P1 and P2 are convex optimization problems, and are polynomially solvable if all the utilities and constraint information is provided, but this is impractical in real networks. Since they are convex optimization problems with strong duality, distributed algorithms and decentralized control can be derived by considering corresponding Lagrange dual problems, as we will show in the next two sections.
IV. DECENTRALIZED CONGESTION CONTROL FOR NETWORKS WITH GIVEN CODING SUBGRAPHS
We introduce for each multicast session traffic split variables for each multicast tree of the coding subgraph, such that and . We see that controls the fraction of the traffic of multicast session that is sent through the tree . Instead of solving the problem P1 directly, we first consider the version of the rate control problem with the fixed split vector
The above problem is a strictly convex and has a unique solution, with respect to source rates . Let us denote its maximum by . The system problem P1 corresponds to computing Note that the above problem is not necessarily convex. But we will see later that it can still be solved for global optimality.
A. Two-Timescale Flow Control
Consider the Lagrangian of the problem P1a with respect to the constraints due to network coding Interpreting as the "congestion price" at link for multicast tree , and motivated by maximizing the Lagrangian over and for fixed , we obtain the following joint congestion control and session allocation algorithm:
Congestion control: Given congestion price , the source adjusts flow rate according to the aggregate congestion price over the multicast trees (6) Similar to TCP congestion control algorithm where the source adjusts its sending rate according to aggregate congestion price along its path, this congestion control mechanism has the desired price structure and is an end-to-end congestion control mechanism.
Session allocation: Intuitively, the multicast session with higher link price should be allocated more link capacity. Let and denote by the minimal of those at time such that with . 4 At each link , the amount of capacity that is allocated to session follows (7) where is a positive stepsize, and if and if . It is easy to verify that
We see that only if , which requires , or, and . The session allocation algorithm (7) actually follows the gradient direction of subject to . Any algorithms that follow the gradient directions would work, and (7) just picks a specific gradient direction that enables the convergence analysis.
Defining with , by duality we have (see, e.g., [2, Ch. 5])
The dual problem can be solved by using the gradient method [2] , where Lagrangian multipliers are adjusted in the opposite direction to the gradient . This motivates the following dual congestion price update mechanism.
Congestion price update: Link price with respect to multicast tree follows (8) where is a positive stepsize. Note that link will use capacity to transfer coded packets for multicast session , (8) says that if the demand for virtual capacity at link for the information flow of multicast tree exceeds the assigned physical capacity , the price will rise, and decreases otherwise. Equation (8) is distributed and can be implemented at individual links using only local information.
Note that the usual way to solve the problem like P1a distributedly is to also relax the equality constraints like . We want to avoid this, since it will introduce auxiliary control variables that are unnecessary and do not admit physical interpretation. We also do not maximize the linear term in the Lagrangian directly, since this will lead to oscillations and nonsmoothness. The distributed algorithm (6) - (8) is a partially primal and dual gradient algorithm. Its convergence analysis is subtle, due to the equality constraints. To our knowledge, the specific gradient direction we choose in (7) direction for which the global convergence has been analytically established, see the following convergence analysis. Though developed for the specific problem P1a, this algorithm and its convergence analysis are applicable to a class of optimization problems with similar structure. The above congestion control algorithm (6) - (8) works under the assumption that the traffic split vector remains constant. We now discuss how to control to solve the problem P1b, which we call tree adaptation. We assume that tree adaptation is much slower so that the minimization of over can be seen as instantaneous.
Intuitively, the optimal traffic split vector should strike an equilibrium that is similar to Wardrop equilibrium, where for each multicast session the aggregate prices in all multicast trees actually used are equal and less than those which would be experienced by a single packets on any unused tree [27] . We gradually update the split vector towards this equilibrium, as in [8] . Let and denote by the maximal of those at time such that with . Tree adaptation: Each source controls the traffic split variable following (9) where is a positive stepsize. It is straightforward to verify that (10)
We see that only if , which requires (12)
B. Convergence Analysis
The decentralized controllers for flow control presented in last section have embedded loops. In the inner loop (6) - (8) , which operates at a fast timescale, the network searches for optimal source rates, session allocation, and congestion prices for fixed flow split vector. In the outer loop (9) , which operates at a slow, traffic engineering timescale, the sources adapt the flow split vector based on the stabilized congestion prices in the network. The tree adaptation algorithm (9) can be seen as a method for stable traffic engineering based on congestion prices.
We now provide the convergence analysis of the inner loop controllers (6) - (8 Theorem 2: Under congestion control and session allocation (6) -(8), the system converges to the optimum of the problem P1a.
Proof: Consider the Lyapunov function . We have
Since the marginal utility is a decreasing function and so is its inverse, we have By the optimality conditions (16)- (17), we have and by (15) Thus, . This implies that the system converges to an invariant set specified by [14] . Furthermore, only if , and satisfy the optimality conditions (14)- (17) . Now, we study the convergence of the outer loop algorithm.
Theorem 3:
The tree adaptation algorithm (9) converges to the optimum of the system problem P1.
Proof: Note that (18) So, the differential of can be written as where . Since minimizes given , cannot be a descent direction. So, . Hence
i.e.,
By (11), we have . So, the tree adaptation algorithm (9) will converge to an equilibrium such that . However, this only guarantees the convergence of the tree adaptation algorithm. Without further elaboration, we cannot even claim it solves for a local optimal of the problem P1b.
Note that, following (6) and (13), we obtain at
which means that (23) Also, we have . Denote the Lagrangian of the system problem P1 with respect to the constraints due to network coding as . We have
Furthermore, by duality between the problem P1a and its dual, we have (25) Combining (24) - (25), we conclude that (26) which by duality only happens when and solve the system problem P1 and its dual. So, the tree adaptation algorithm (9) indeed solves the system problem P1. This also proves that the tree adaptation algorithm solves the problem P1b.
To establish the convergence of the tree adaptation algorithm, we have only used the property (10)- (11) . The algorithm (9) is only one specific implementation of (10)- (11), and any algorithms that satisfy (10)- (11) would work. Also, note that the adaptation algorithm (9) and Theorem 3 can be readily extended to routing-based multicasting and multipath routing.
Remarks:
We have proposed a two-timescale flow control for network-coding-based multicast flows with given coding subgraphs. The separation of timescales is a reasonable assumption, since in real networks it is not a sensible practice to do routing to avoid congestion at the timescale of congestion control. However, mathematically it would be nice if the above algorithm converges without the assumption of the separation of timescales. Similar to the proof of Theorem 2, we can establish the local stability of flow control (6) -(9) without the separation of timescales, by considering Lyapunov function
C. Implementation of Price Feedback
Each link keeps a separate virtual queue for each multicast tree of each session which acts as the congestion price. Each packet's header contains the indexes of the trees whose information it contains. When a packet is received at a node from an incoming link , if the packet header contains the th tree index, the queue size is increased by one; otherwise, it is unchanged. Similarly, when a packet is sent by a node on an outgoing link , if the packet header contains the th tree index, the queue size is decreased by one; otherwise, it is unchanged. The congestion prices over a multicast tree are fed back to the source node in the following way. Each node in the tree will pass the aggregate price along the links from the receivers till itself to the upstream node ("upstream" is defined as the direction from receivers to source node over a multicast tree). In this recursive way, the source node will get the aggregate congestion prices over that multicast tree, and adjust the sending rate accordingly.
V. DECENTRALIZED CONGESTION CONTROL FOR NETWORKS WITHOUT GIVEN CODING SUBGRAPHS
A. Distributed Algorithm
Now we turn to system problem and consider its Lagrangian with respect to the flow balance constraints Interpreting as the "congestion price" at node for multicast session and destination , and motivated by maximizing the Lagrangian over , and for fixed , we obtain the following joint congestion control and session allocation algorithm.
Congestion control: Given congestion price , each source node adjusts its sending rate according to local congestion price that is generated locally at the source node (27) Note that where ' ' denotes the projection onto the set of non-negative real numbers. Similarly to that in Section IV, the session allocation algorithm should follow the gradient direction of . Each node collects congestion price information from its neighbor , and calculates differential price . Denote by the minimal of those at time such that with . Session allocation: At each link , the amount of capacity that is allocated to session follows (28) where is a positive stepsize. Similarly, it is easy to verify that We see that only if , which requires , or, and . Over link , a random linear combination of data of multicast session to all destinations such that is sent at rate . Mathematically, this is equivalent to solving the primal variable by the following assignment if otherwise.
(29)
Define
Again the dual problem can be solved by using the gradient method. This motivates the following dual congestion price update mechanism.
Congestion price update: Node price with respect to multicast session and destination follows (30) where is a positive stepsize.
With the above controllers, each source node adjusts its sending rate according to the local congestion price. Thus, there is no communication overhead for congestion control. The majority of communication overhead is for session allocation, but that only requires nodes to communicate with direct neighbors. Thus, our design has very low communication overhead, compared with other schemes with similar models [20] , [29] - [31] . Note that the above session allocation component uses back-pressure to do optimal routing and specify coding, similarly to [11] . Such dynamic network-coding-based multicasting offers both a larger rate region and much lower complexity, as compared to optimal dynamic-routing-based multicasting [24] .
B. Convergence Analysis
The decentralized controllers (27) - (30) are also a partially primal and dual gradient algorithm. Denote by , , , and the optimal primal and dual variables for the problem P2. Similarly, we have the following convergence result.
Theorem 4:
Under congestion control and session allocation (27) - (30), the system converges to the optimum of the problem P2.
Proof: Consider Lyapunov function . We have where the second inequality comes from the marginal utility being a decreasing function and the optimality conditions. Note that by relation (29) and . Thus
Since maximizes , . This implies that the system converges to an invariant set specified by . Furthermore, from the above proof, only if , , , and satisfy the optimality conditions for convex problem P2.
C. Implementation of Price Feedback
Since the scheme is destination based, each packet need to carry a vector of destination identities in the packet header, in addition to coding vector. Each node keeps a separate virtual queue as congestion price for each multicast session and destination . The arrival and the departure of these queues evolve as follows. When a packet is received at node , will check the destination vector in the header of this packet. If this packet is intended for destination , the queue size will increase by one; Otherwise, the virtual queue size will remain the same. When a packet is sent out at node , will check the destination vector of this packet. If this packet is intended for destination , the queue size will decrease by one; Otherwise, the virtual queue size will remain the same. Note that, here we use back-pressure to do rate control. The source nodes adjust the sending rate according to local congestion prices at , and the congestion in the network is propagated to the source node through back-pressure.
Remarks: There may exist several ways to solve the system problems P1 and P2. The challenge is to find distributed solutions that respect as much as possible the information constraints of the Internet and can be implemented at the sources and routers. This requires to minimize information and respect signaling mechanism for adaptive control in Internet as much as possible. So, we choose not to relax all the constraints when solving for the duals. Besides the equilibrium, dynamics are also important in our consideration. In Section IV, in order to avoid "tree" oscillation, we achieve flow control through a combination of fast timescale congestion control and slow, traffic engineering timescale traffic splitting.
The two sets of decentralized controllers developed in Sections IV and V can coexist: some multicast sessions adopt the algorithm with given coding subgraphs and other sessions adopt the algorithm without given coding subgraphs; and they are coupled through the flow balance equations at nodes and capacity constraints at links. Also, unicasting can be seen as special case of multicasting. Mathematically, in the system model , network coding comes into action through constraint , and in system model , network coding comes into action through constraint . It is straightforward to include uncoded unicast flows into the system models and carry out these algorithms in the same way, with only slightly more complicated notation.
VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we provide numerical examples to complement the analysis in previous sections. We consider a simple network shown in the left graph in Fig. 3 . The network is assumed to be undirected and each link has equal capacities in both directions. Assume that there are two multicast sessions, session one with source node and destinations and and session two with source node and destination and , with the same utility . We have chosen such a small, simple topology to facilitate detailed discussion of the results.
A. Muticasting With Given Coding Subgraphs
We assume that the given coding subgraphs for sessions one and two are those shown in the middle and right graphs of Fig. 3 , respectively. The subgraph for each session decomposes into two multicast trees in the same way as in Fig. 2 We consider the following discrete-time implementation of flow control (6) - (9) . Periodically with period , the source rate, session allocation and congestion price are updated according to 5 (31) 5 Care should be taken in the implementation of (32), (34), and (36) to guarantee the corresponding equality constraints. . It can be seen from the plots that the source rates are well within of their optimal values after five iterations, and the traffic split vectors are well within of their optimal values after ten iterations. In this simulation, the inner loop congestion control algorithm runs 500 iterations before each run of the tree adaptation algorithm. Comparable performance is observed even if the number of inner loop iterations is as low as 100. So, the convergence of the whole rate control algorithm is very fast.
In practice, the end users can dynamically control the number of iterations, by monitoring the congestion prices over different multicast trees. The lower panel of Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the congestion prices over different trees versus the number of iterations of the tree adaptation algorithm. We can, for instance, specify a threshold value and decide the whole algorithm has converged when the relative differences in price over different multicast trees are less than the threshold value. The users can also set the stepsize of the tree adaptation algorithm dynamically. When the price differences over different trees are large, the user can choose a large stepsize, and when the differences are small, he can choose a small stepsize.
B. Muticasting Without Given Coding Subgraphs
We now consider the same network but without given coding subgraphs. The distributed algorithm developed in Section V will go through the whole network (the undirected graph on the left side in Fig. 3 ) to find capacitated coding subgraphs that maximize the aggregate utility. For this example, we assume the following link capacities: links , , and have two units of capacity, links , , and have three units of capacity, and all other links have one unit of capacity.
We consider the following discrete-time implementation of congestion control and session allocation (27) - (30) . Periodically with period , the source rate, session allocation and congestion price are updated according to . We see that the source rates approach the corresponding optimal quickly. The simulation result also shows coding occurs over the same subgraphs as those in Fig. 3 : two units of traffic of session one is coded over link and two units of traffic of session two is coded over link . It is not difficult to check that those are optimal source rates and coding subgraphs. In order to study the impact of different choices of the stepsize on the convergence of the algorithm, we have run simulations with different stepsizes. We found that the smaller the stepsize, the slower the convergence and the closer to the optimal, which is a general characteristic of any gradient based method. So, there is a tradeoff between convergence speed and optimality. In practice, the end user can first choose large stepsizes to ensure fast convergence, and subsequently, the stepsizes can be reduced once the source rate starts oscillating around some mean value.
C. Comparison of the Two Algorithms
To compare the performance of the two rate control algorithms, we consider the same network, with one unit capacity for each link. Fig. 6 shows the evolution of the source rates versus the number of iterations of the tree adaptation algorithm for the case with given coding subgraphs as shown in the right side graph of Fig. 3 , and the evolution of the source rates for the case without given coding subgraphs. We see that the throughput achieved for the case without given subgraphs is larger than that for the case with given coding subgraphs. This is expected, since the capacity region for the case with given coding subgraph is a subset of the capacity region with the coding subgraphs unspecified.
VII. EXTENSION TO WIRELESS NETWORKS
In the previous sections, we have considered congestion control for multicast with network coding in wired networks. Here, we briefly discuss its extension to wireless networks.
The wireless case is much more complicated. On the one hand, wireless channel is a shared medium and interference limited. We need to avoid simultaneous interfering transmissions. On the other hand, we want to exploit wireless multicast advantage-a single node's transmission can be received by multiple neighboring nodes, in order to achieve efficient channel utilization. We represent wireless transmissions by hyperarcs, 6 denoted by , where is the transmitting node and 6 Hyperarc is a rather general construction (see, e.g., [11] ). It can correspond to a single transmission from node i to any subset of its neighboring nodes. Here, for simplicity of presentation, we assume that each transmitting node is associated with only one hyperarc (i; N ) . The extension to the situation with general hyperarcs is straightforward.
is the set of 's receiving neighbors. We assume a static topology and each hyperarc has a finite fixed broadcast capacity packets per second when active. Denote by the capacity region at the link layer. By the standard time sharing argument, is a convex hull of these capacity vectors of all interference-free schedules of hyperarcs. Given a hyperarc flow vector , the schedulability constraint says that should satisfy . Network coding allows flows for different destinations of a multicast session within a hyperarc to share capacity by being coded together, and the physical flows of different multicast sessions within a hyperarc should share the hyperarc capacity. These constraints can be expressed as (38) (39) where again is the information flow for destination of multicast session we defined in Section III, gives the amount of broadcast capacity of hyperarc that is allocated to session m, and the schedulability constraint (39) simply says that the aggregate capacity within the hyperarchs should be in the feasible capacity region.
We will focus on congestion control for multicast in wireless networks without given coding subgraphs. The case with given coding subgraphs can be handled in a similar way. With the above constraints, we formulate network resource allocation as the following utility maximization problem where again if and otherwise. Problem PW has similar structure to problem P2, so we can solve it similarly. However, in order to integrate with wireless scheduling, we will propose a different congestion controller, with the session allocation component replaced by a scheduling component, and present them in discrete-time.
Consider the Lagrangian of the system problem PW with respect to the flow balance constraints
Following similar procedures as in Section V, we can obtain the following discrete-time congestion control and scheduling algorithm. and passes the price to all its neighbors. We see that the above congestion control, network coding and scheduling algorithm is similar to the distributed algorithm (35)-(37) . While for wired networks we do not consider the details of session scheduling at a link, for wireless networks we explicitly study session scheduling. In addition to session scheduling (41) within a hyperarch, there is also a hyperarc scheduling component (42) . The hyperarc scheduling (42) is centralized, and is NP-complete in general. We are studying distributed approximation algorithms to solve (42), which will be reported elsewhere.
The algorithm (40) - (44) is a subgradient algorithm. We can straightforwardly apply either the standard convergence results for the subgradient method [25] or the convergence analysis in, e.g., [3] and [22] to establish its convergence. We will not elaborate on this.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We have presented two models for congestion control for multicast flows with network coding: one for networks with given coding subgraphs, and one where such subgraphs are found dynamically. Correspondingly, we developed two sets of decentralized controllers for congestion control. With random network coding, both sets of controllers can be implemented in a distributed manner, and work at transport layer to adjust source rates and at network layer to carry out network coding. We prove that the proposed controllers converge to the global optimum for each model. Numerical examples are provided to complement our theoretical analysis. We will further study the practical implementation of our congestion controllers. We are also studying their stability under propagation delay. Also, how to obtain optimal coding subgraphs based on general cost criteria is an interesting problem. Solving this problem will further facilitate the practical deployment of network coding in real networks.
